A dilute-and-shoot multispectral integration approach towards nontargeted component profiling of traditional herbal Yin-zhi-huang using liquid chromatography-photodiode array-ion trap/time-of-flight characterization.
Ying-zhi-huang Injection (YZH-I) is a classic intravenous formulation of polyherbal Chinese medicine which has been prescribed to treat severe jaundice and acute hepatitis for nearly 50 years. Despite some published data on its major components in the constituent herbs, the overall chemical profile of the potentially bioactive ingredients in YZH-I formula remains largely unknown. Here we developed a multispectral integration approach towards nontargeted phytochemical profiling of YZH-I by liquid chromatography-ultraviolet diode array detector coupled to ion trap/time-of-flight multistage mass spectrometry (LC-DAD-IT(MSn)/TOF) with fast polarity-switching mode. A simple generic dilute-and-shoot procedure was introduced as a non-destructive pretreatment method for facile wide-scope component profiling of herbal injection samples. A total of 61 constituents were isolated and characterized by the multiplex data acquisition, among which 45 components were identified from YZH-I, including 21 organic acid derivatives, 8 iridoid glycosides, 15 flavones and adenosine. Of the 45 identified compounds, 8 were unequivocally confirmed by comparing authentic standards, and 37 were tentatively assigned by elucidating accurate MSn spectra and retrieving published data. It is the first report of systematic chemical profiling of YZH preparations with online integration of dilute-and-shoot LC-DAD and accurate multistage mass spectra. This study is expected to present an effective integrated strategy to comprehensive quality control of complex herbal injection formulas.